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Prediction models in health care use predictors to estimate for an individual the probability that a condition or disease is already present (diagnostic model) or will occur in the future (prognostic model).

Publications on prediction models have become more common in recent years, and competing prediction models frequently exist for the same outcome or target population. Health care providers, guideline developers, and policymakers are often unsure which model to use or recommend, and in which persons or settings. Hence, systematic reviews of these studies are increasingly demanded, required, and performed.

A key part of a systematic review of prediction models is examination of risk of bias and applicability to the intended population and setting. To help reviewers with this process, the authors developed PROBAST (Prediction model Risk Of Bias ASsessment Tool) for studies developing, validating, or updating (for example, extending) prediction models, both diagnostic and prognostic.

PROBAST was developed through a consensus process involving a group of experts in the field. It includes 20 signaling questions across 4 domains (participants, predictors, outcome, and setting). This explanation and elaboration document describes the rationale for including each domain and signaling question and guides researchers, reviewers, readers, and guideline developers in how to use them to assess risk of bias and applicability concerns. All concepts are illustrated with published examples across different topics. The latest version of the PROBAST checklist, accompanying documents, and filled-in examples can be downloaded from www.probast.org.

Prediction models in health care aim to predict for an individual whether a particular outcome, such as disease, is present (diagnostic models) or whether it will occur in the future (prognostic models) (1–6). Diagnostic models can be used to refer patients for further testing, to initiate treatment, or to inform patients. Prognostic models can be used to aid decisions about preventive lifestyle changes, therapeutic interventions, or monitoring strategies or to stratify risk in randomized trial design and analysis (7, 8). Potential users of prediction models include health care professionals, policy-makers, guideline developers, patients, and the general public.

The medical literature contains thousands of studies developing and validating prediction models and often has numerous prediction models for the same target population and outcomes. For example, more than 60 models address breast cancer prognosis (9), more than 250 exist in obstetrics (10), and nearly 800 predict outcomes in patients with cardiovascular disease (11). This proliferation of prediction models will increase further with the growth of personalized or precision medicine.

Systematic reviews are considered the most reliable form of evidence when addressing randomized therapeutic studies and studies of diagnostic test accuracy (12). In the era of personalized and precision medicine, interest in systematic reviews of prediction model studies is rapidly growing, as exemplified by the formation of the Cochrane Prognosis Methods Group to support systematic reviews of prognosis, including prediction model studies (13, 14). Guidance to facilitate systematic reviews of prediction models has been developed (Table 1), including for search strategies (15, 41–43), formulation of the review question (16, 17), data extraction (16), and meta-analysis (17, 22–25, 40, 44, 45).

Assessment of risk of bias (ROB) is an essential step in any systematic review. Shortcomings in study design, conduct, and analysis can result in study estimates being “at ROB”—that is, at risk of results being flawed or distorted. When interpreting results from a systematic review, readers can draw stronger conclusions from a review based on primary studies at low ROB than from one based on studies at high or unclear ROB (46). Identifying the studies most relevant to the settings and populations targeted in the review (based on the applicability of primary studies to the review question) is also important. We therefore developed PROBAST (Prediction model Risk Of Bias ASsessment Tool) to address the lack of suitable tools designed specifically to assess ROB and applicability of primary prediction model studies.

PROBAST consists of 4 domains containing 20 signaling questions to facilitate ROB assessment (39). The structure and rating system are similar to those in tools designed to assess ROB in randomized trials (revised Cochrane ROB Tool [ROB 2.0]), diagnostic accuracy studies (QUADAS-2 [Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies 2]), and systematic reviews (ROBIS) (37, 47, 48). Although PROBAST was designed for use in systematic reviews of prediction model studies, it can also be used as a general tool for critical appraisal of (primary) prediction model studies.
Here, we describe the rationale behind the domains and signaling questions, how to use them, and how to reach domain-level and overall judgments about ROB and applicability of primary studies to a review question. At the Web site (www.probast.org), 5 filled-in examples from across the medical field illustrate these processes. Because this is an area of active research, the tool, examples, and accompanying guidance will be updated when needed, and the latest version of PROBAST should always be downloaded from the Web site.

FOCUS OF PROBAST

PROBAST is designed to assess primary studies that develop, validate, or update (for example, extend) multivariable prediction models for diagnosis or prognosis (Boxes 1 and 2). A multivariable prediction model is defined as any combination or equation of 2 or more predictors (such as age, sex, symptoms, signs, disease stage, or biomarkers) for estimating for an individual the probability or risk of having (diagnosis) or developing (prognosis) a particular outcome (1, 4, 6-8, 49, 50). Other names for prediction model include risk prediction model, predictive model, prediction index or rule, and risk score (1, 3-8, 49-51).

Diagnostic and Prognostic Models

Diagnostic prediction models estimate the probability that a certain outcome, the “target condition,” is currently present. Diagnostic prediction model studies typically include individuals who are suspected—but not yet known—to have the target condition.

Prognostic prediction models estimate the probability that a future outcome or event will occur, such as death, disease recurrence, disease complication, or therapy response. The time period of prediction can vary from hours (for example, preoperatively predicting postoperative nausea and vomiting) to years (for example, predicting lifelong risk for a coronary event). Although many prognostic models enroll patients with an established diagnosis, this does not have to be the starting point, as seen in models for predicting development of diabetes in pregnant women (52) or of osteoporotic fractures in the general population (53). Consistent with the TRIPOD (Transparent Reporting of a multivariable prediction model for Individual Prognosis Or Diagnosis) statement (7, 8), PROBAST thus broadly defines prognostic models as those predicting a future outcome in persons at risk for that outcome.

Diagnostic and prognostic model studies often use different terms for predictors and outcomes (Box 2). The cancer literature frequently distinguishes between prognostic and predictive models, such that predictive models identify individuals with differential treatment effects (54). These types of (predictive) models are outside the scope of this article.

Types of Predictors, Outcomes, and Modeling Techniques

PROBAST can be used to assess any type of diagnostic or prognostic prediction model aimed at individualized predictions regardless of the predictors used; outcomes being predicted; or methods used to develop, validate, or update (for example, extend) the model.

Predictors range from demographic characteristics, medical history, and physical examination results; to imaging results, electrophysiology, blood, urine, or tissue measurements, and disease stages or characteristics; to results from “omics” and other new biological measurements. Predictors are also called covariates, risk indicators, prognostic factors, determinants, index test results, or independent variables (4, 6-8, 49, 50, 55, 56, 57).

PROBAST distinguishes between candidate predictors and predictors included in the final model (57).
Candidate predictors are variables considered potentially predictive of the outcome presence (diagnosis) or occurrence (prognosis)—that is, all those evaluated in the study regardless of whether they are included in the final multivariable model.

PROBAST primarily addresses prediction models for binary and time-to-event outcomes because these are the most common in medicine. However, the tool can also be used to assess models predicting nonbinary outcomes, such as continuous scores (for example, pain scores or cholesterol levels) or categorical outcomes (for example, the Glasgow Coma Scale). Almost all PROBAST signaling questions apply equally to continuous and categorical outcomes, except questions addressing number of outcome events per predictor and certain measures of model performance (such as the c-statistic), which are not relevant to continuous outcomes.

Prediction models usually involve regression modeling techniques, such as logistic regression or survival models. Prediction models may also be developed or validated using nonregression techniques, such as neural networks, random forests, or support vector machines. As the use of routine care (and “big”) data increases, additional modeling techniques are becoming more common, including machine and artificial learning models. The main differences between studies using regression and other types of prediction modeling include the methods of data analysis; nonregression development models can often have greater risks of overfitting when data are sparse, and the potential lack of transparency can affect the applicability and usability of the models. In the section on tailoring PROBAST with additional signaling questions, we provide guidance about how PROBAST can be adapted to address other types of outcomes and modeling techniques.

### Types of Review Questions

PROBAST can be used to assess different types of systematic review questions. For some review questions, all prediction model studies are relevant (including both development and validation), but for other questions only validation studies are relevant. Box 3 gives examples of potential review questions for both prognostic and diagnostic prediction models where PROBAST is applicable.

CHARMS (CHecklist for critical Appraisal and data extraction for systematic Reviews of prediction Modelling Studies) and Table 2 provide explicit guidance on how to frame a focused question for reviews of prediction model studies (16, 17).

### Types of Prediction Model Studies

PROBAST addresses studies on multivariable models intended to make diagnostic and prognostic predictions in individuals—that is, individualized predictions (Box 1)—including studies on 1) developing new prediction models, 2) developing and validating the same prediction models, 3) validating existing prediction models, 4) developing new prediction models versus validating existing models, 5) updating (for example, adjusting model coefficients) or extending (for example, adding new predictors to) existing prediction models, and 6) combinations of these purposes.

---

**Box 1. Types of diagnostic and prognostic modeling studies or reports addressed by PROBAST.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction model development without external validation:</th>
<th>These studies aim to develop prognostic or diagnostic prediction models from a specific development data set. They aim to identify the important predictors of the outcome under study, assign weights (e.g., regression coefficients) to each predictor using some form of multivariable analysis, develop a prediction model to be used for individualized predictions, and quantify the predictive performance of that model in the development set. Sometimes, model development studies may also focus on adding new predictors to established predictors. In any prediction model study, overfitting may occur, particularly in small data sets. Hence, development studies should include some form of resampling or “internal validation” (internal because the same data are used for both development and internal validation), such as bootstrapping or cross-validation. These methods quantify any optimism (bias) in the predictive performance of the developed model.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prediction model development with external validation:</td>
<td>These studies have the same aim as the previous type, but the development of the model is followed by quantifying its predictive performance in data external to the development sample (i.e., from different participants). These data may be collected by the same investigators, commonly using the same predictor and outcome definitions and measurements but sampled from a later time period (temporal validation); by other investigators in another hospital or country, sometimes using different definitions and measurements (geographic validation); in similar participants but from an intentionally chosen different setting (e.g., a model developed in secondary care and tested in similar participants from primary care); or even in other types of participants (e.g., a model developed in adults and tested in children). Randomly splitting a single data set into a development and a validation data set is often erroneously referred to as a form of external validation but actually is an inefficient form of internal validation, because the 2 data sets created in this way differ only by chance and the sample size of model development is reduced. When a model predicts poorly when validated in other data, a model validation can be followed by adjusting (or updating the existing model [e.g., by recalibration of the baseline risk or hazard or adjusting the weights of the predictors in the model]) to the validation data set at hand and even by extending the model by adding new predictors to the existing model. In both situations, a new model is in fact being developed after the external validation of the existing model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction model external validation:</td>
<td>These studies aim to assess the predictive performance of existing prediction models using data external to the development sample (i.e., from different participants).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Adopted from the TRIPOD (Transparent Reporting of a multivariable prediction model for Individual Prognosis Or Diagnosis) and CHARMS (CHecklist for critical Appraisal and data extraction for systematic Reviews of prediction Modelling Studies) guidance (8, 16).
Box 2. Differences between diagnostic and prognostic prediction model studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic Prediction Model Study</th>
<th>Prognostic Prediction Model Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predictors</td>
<td>Prognostic factors or prognostic indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic tests or index tests</td>
<td>Event (whether an event will occur in the future); event measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Missing outcome assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference standard used to assess or verify the presence/absence of the target condition</td>
<td>Partial verification, lost to follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing outcome assessment</td>
<td>Lost to follow-up and censoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROBAST is not designed to assess predictor finding studies, where the aim of multivariable modeling is to identify predictors associated with the outcome rather than to develop a model for individualized predictions (16, 68, 69). The QUIPS (Quality in Prognosis Studies) tool has been developed for assessment of bias in these studies (70).

PROBAST is also not suitable for assessing comparative studies that quantify the impact on participants’ health outcomes of using a prediction model (as part of a complex intervention) compared with not using a model or an alternative model. Such comparative model impact studies use either randomized or nonrandomized designs (8, 55, 71–74) and appropriate ROB tools for randomized studies (47) or nonrandomized studies (75).

Another ROB tool, QUADAS-2, has been developed for studies of diagnostic test accuracy (48). However, it should be noted that some diagnostic test accuracy studies include a diagnostic prediction model rather than a diagnostic test. In these cases, use of PROBAST should be considered where appropriate.

### ROB and Applicability

**ROB**

Bias is usually defined as the presence of systematic error in a study that leads to distorted or flawed results and hampers the study’s internal validity. In prediction model development and validation, known features exist that make a study at ROB, although there is limited empirical evidence showing the most important sources of bias. We define ROB to occur when shortcomings in study design, conduct, or analysis could lead to systematically distorted estimates of a model’s predictive performance. Model predictive performance is typically evaluated using measures of calibration and discrimination, and sometimes (notably in diagnostic model studies) of classification (Box 4) (8). Thinking about how a hypothetical prediction model study that is methodologically robust would have been designed, conducted, and analyzed helps to understand bias in study estimates of model predictive performance.

**Applicability**

Concerns regarding the applicability of a primary study to the review question can arise when the population, predictors, or outcomes of the study differ from those specified in the review question. For example, such concerns may arise when participants in the prediction model study are from a different medical setting from the targeted population defined in the review question (Table 2). A prediction model developed in secondary care may have different discrimination and calibration in primary care because patients in hospital settings typically have more severe disease than those in primary care (71, 85).
When participants, predictors, and outcomes of the primary studies directly match a review question, small concerns about applicability of the studies will likely remain. However, the inclusion criteria for systematic reviews are typically broader than the precise focus of the review question.

Bias and applicability concerns should not be confused here with heterogeneity in predictive performance of a particular model across different validation studies, which may result, for example, from case mix or varying disease severity (17, 40, 44). Variation in the performance of a particular model across validations can be reported with relevant prediction intervals as part of the investigation of heterogeneity using meta-analysis methods (17, 40).

For example, in a review and meta-analysis of a specific single prediction model that includes all validation studies of that model, ROB and applicability assessments should be supplemented with an investigation of heterogeneity in the reported predictive performance of that model across the validation studies. The predictive performance of a specific model validated in other studies is expected to differ because of differences in (for example) participant characteristics, health care setting, geographic location, or calendar time period. This does not mean that there is ROB within the primary validation study or that there are concerns regarding applicability; it merely reflects expected variation in the predictive performance of a specific model across studies. Potential sources of heterogeneity between studies can be investigated using meta-analysis or presentation stratified by characteristics that differ across studies (17, 40, 44).

**Applying PROBAST**

PROBAST consists of 4 steps (Table 3). A PROBAST assessment should be completed for each distinct model that is relevant to the systematic review question. We use various examples to illustrate key issues relating to ROB and applicability (Table 4). These examples address both diagnostic and prognostic models; focus on different medical areas, study designs, and predictor and outcome types; and include development and validation studies. Assessments of these examples are available at www.probast.org.

**Step 1: Specify Your Systematic Review Questions**

First, reviewers need to specify their review question in terms of the intended use of the prediction model, targeted participants, predictors used in modeling, and outcomes to be predicted. Structured reporting of these elements facilitates assessment of applicability. Existing guidance (the CHARMS checklist) can help reviewers define a clear and focused review question (16), as summarized in Table 2.

Step 1 is completed once per systematic review; Table 5 provides an example.

**Step 2: Classify the Type of Prediction Model Evaluation**

In Step 2, the type of prediction model evaluation is identified to link to the relevant signaling questions in PROBAST. When a single publication reports both development and validation (Box 1) or both validation and adjustment or extension of a particular model, each will be assessed separately. A model extension, where new predictors are added to an existing model, would be assessed as new model development.

Step 2 is completed once for each prediction model assessed for the review; Table 6 provides an example.

**Step 3: Assess ROB and Applicability**

**Assessing ROB**

PROBAST provides a structured approach to identify potential ROB, based on 4 domains with signaling questions. Signaling questions are factual and are answered as

**Box 3. Examples of systematic review questions for which PROBAST is suitable.**

- **A specific target population:** Review of all models developed or validated for predicting the risk of incident type 2 diabetes in the general population (58). Review of all prognostic models developed or validated for use in patients diagnosed with acute stroke (59).
- **A specific outcome:** Review of all diagnostic models developed or validated for detecting venous thromboembolism regardless of the type of patients (60). Review of all prognostic models developed or validated for predicting loss of daily activity, regardless of the type of patients (61).
- **A particular clinical field:** Review of all prognostic models developed or validated in reproductive medicine (62). Review of all prognostic models developed or validated in acute care of traumatic brain injury (63).
- **A specific prediction model:** Review of the predictive performance of the EuroSCORE model (a model to predict operative mortality following cardiac surgery) as found across all external validation studies of the EuroSCORE model (64). Review to compare the predictive performance of various prognostic models for developing cardiovascular disease in middle-aged individuals in the general populations, across all validation studies of these models (65).
- **A specific predictor:** Meta-analysis of the added predictive value of C-reactive protein when added to the Framingham risk model (66). Meta-analysis of the added predictive value of carotid artery imaging to an existing cardiovascular risk prediction model (67).

There are various different questions that systematic reviews of prediction models may address. The following are examples of different types of reviews in which PROBAST can be applied. EuroSCORE = European System for Cardiac Operative Risk Evaluation; PROBAST = Prediction model Risk Of Bias ASsessment Tool.
RESEARCH AND REPORTING METHODS

Table 2. PICOTS*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Population</td>
<td>Define the target population in which the prediction model(s) under review will be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Index</td>
<td>Define the prediction model(s) under review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Comparator</td>
<td>If applicable, define whether other prediction models are reviewed and compared with the index model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Outcome(s)</td>
<td>Define the outcome(s) to be predicted by the model(s) under review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Timing</td>
<td>Define at what moment or time point (e.g., in the patient work-up) the prediction model(s) under review are to be used, and over what time period the outcome(s) are predicted (the latter in case of prognostic models).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Setting</td>
<td>Define the intended clinical setting and intended use of the prediction model(s) under review.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PICOTS = population, index, comparator, outcomes, timing of prediction and of outcomes, and setting.

* Key items to guide the framing of the review aim as suggested in previous guidance (16, 17). PICOTS is a modification of the traditional PICO system used in systematic reviews of therapeutic intervention studies, by adding timing (the time point of using the prediction model and the time period of the prediction) and clinical setting (17).

yes (Y), probably yes (PY), no (N), probably no (PN), or no information (NI). All signaling questions are phrased so that “yes” indicates low ROB and “no” high ROB. The ratings PY and PN are included to allow judgments to be made when information is not sufficient to be confident in answering Y or N. To conform with other ROB tools, responses of Y are intended to have similar implications to responses of PY (and likewise for N and PN) but allow a distinction between something that is known and something that is likely to be the case (37, 47, 75). Assessors should use NI only when there is truly no information to answer a signaling question.

The answers to these signaling questions assist reviewers in judging the overall ROB for each domain. A domain where all signaling questions are answered as Y or PY should be judged as “low ROB.” An answer of N or PN on 1 or more questions flags the potential for bias, whereas NI indicates insufficient information. This does not mean that bias is definitely present. For example, in a prognostic study where predictors were clearly determined before event occurrence and measurement but the report does not state whether predictor measurements were blinded to outcome occurrence, this question (see signaling question 2.3) is factually rated as NI. However, the assessor may still judge the overall ROB of this domain to be low, because it can be inferred that predictors were measured a long time before the outcome occurred. When judging ROB for a particular domain, reviewers thus need to use their judgment to determine whether issues identified by the signaling questions are likely to have introduced bias into the model development or validation.

Assessing Concerns Regarding Applicability

Applicability of a primary study to the review question is assessed for the first 3 domains using information reported in Table 5 (the review question) and Tables 7 to 9. The analysis domain relates to limitations with the data or how the analysis was performed, which are not related to the review question, so this domain has no applicability assessment. The degree of applicability is rated as “low,” “high,” or “unclear” concern. The “unclear” category should be used only when reported information is insufficient.

If the review question and primary study are a good match, concern regarding applicability is likely low. A review may address a focused question while study inclusion criteria are broader.

Support for Judgment and Rationale for Rating

To improve the transparency of the assessment process, PROBAST includes 2 text boxes for each domain. The first box allows reviewers to record support for judgment—that is, information that was used to answer the ROB signaling questions or inform the applicability assessment for that domain. Text can be either summarized or copied and pasted directly from the article being assessed. The second text box is “rationale of . . . rating,” which allows reviewers to record the reason for judging the model to have high, low, or unclear ROB or high, low, or unclear concern regarding applicability. For example, if a domain is judged to be at high ROB, the reviewers can summarize which study features led to the rating. Or if a domain is rated at low ROB despite 1 or more signaling questions answered as N, PN, or NI, this box can be used to explain why issues identified by the questions are not likely to have introduced bias into the study.

Further guidance and examples are provided in the relevant domain sections and Tables 7 to 10. The latest updated versions of guidance can be downloaded from www.probast.org.

Domain 1: Participants

This domain covers potential sources of bias and applicability concerns related to the data sources used and how participants were selected for enrollment into the study. In the support for judgment box, reviewers should describe the data sources—for example, cohort study, randomized study, or routine care registry—and the criteria for participant selection in the primary study.

ROB. Two signaling questions facilitate an ROB judgment for this domain (Table 7).

1.1 Were appropriate data sources used, e.g., cohort, randomized controlled trial, or nested case-control study data?

Numerous data sources and study designs can be used in prediction model studies.

Prognostic model studies. Prognostic model studies are at low ROB when based on a prospective longitudinal cohort design, where methods tend to be defined and consistently applied for participant inclusion and exclusion criteria, predictor assessment, and outcome determination across a predefined follow-up (1). Using prespecified and consistent methods ensures that participant data are systematically and validly recorded.

Model development and validation studies have higher potential for ROB when participant data are from existing sources, such as existing cohort studies or routine care registries, because data are often col-
select for a purpose other than development, validation, or updating of prediction models, and are also often without a protocol. In routine care registries, data relating to inclusion and exclusion criteria are often inconsistently measured and recorded (44, 90). For example, in reference to the Clinical Practice Research Datalink, Herrett and colleagues (90) state that “[t]he quality of primary care data is variable because data are entered by [general practitioners] during routine consultations, not for the purpose of research. Researchers must therefore undertake comprehensive data quality checks before undertaking a study.”

Data from 1 or more groups of randomized intervention trials can also be used for prognostic model development, validation, or updating. However, the randomized treatments may need to be included as separate predictors to account for any treatment effects, because effective treatments are predictors of the outcome (91, 92). In addition, randomized trials usually have more restricted inclusion criteria, which typically lead to narrower predictor distributions (“smaller case mix”). Models developed or validated using data with narrower predictor distributions tend to show lower discriminative ability than those developed or validated using data sources with more broadly distributed predictors (93-96). This is because in the former, a model’s range of predicted probabilities—and therefore its discriminative ability—is smaller.

In case–cohort or nested case–control studies, participants with the outcome (case patients) and those without the outcome (noncase or control patients) are sampled from preexisting, well-described cohorts or routine care registries of known size. These studies can be considered to be at low ROB as long as researchers appropriately adjust for the original cohort or registry outcome frequency in the analysis (see signaling question 4.6) (57, 97–100). If they do not, case–cohort and nested case–control studies are at high ROB for prediction model purposes. For example, in logistic prediction models, reweighting the control and case samples by the inverse sampling fraction (from the original cohort or registry) enables correct estimation of baseline risk, which allows researchers to obtain corrected absolute predicted probabilities and model calibration measures (97–100). Case–control studies in which case and control participants are not sampled from a prespeci-
adjusted and well-defined cohort or registry are at high ROB because the definition and number of the selected case and control participants relative to the source population is unclear. Accordingly, baseline risks or hazards and absolute outcome probabilities cannot be correctly adjusted for (57).

**Diagnostic model studies.** Diagnostic models predict the presence or absence of an outcome (target disease) at the same time point as the index tests or predictors are measured (Box 2). Accordingly, the design with the lowest ROB for diagnostic model studies is a cross-sectional study where a group (cohort) of participants is selected on the basis of certain symptoms or signs that make them suspected of having the target condition of interest. Subsequently, the predictors (index tests) and outcome (disease presence or absence) according to the reference standard are measured in all participants (101–104). Diagnostic studies using a cross-sectional design in which the presence of disease cannot be determined in all patients by a reference standard at 1 time point (for example, some participants with a potential malignant mass have no lesion on imaging that can be biopsied) require additional follow-up to establish whether the target condition was present when the index tests were done.

As with prognostic models, a diagnostic model using a nested case–control design can be at low ROB only if researchers adjust the case and control samples by the inverse sampling fractions (see signaling question 4.6) to obtain a correct estimate of the outcome prevalence in the original cohort (105–109). Similarly, use of a nonnested case–control design where case patients with advanced conditions and healthy control participants are overrepresented will lead to incorrect estimates of disease prevalence and overestimated diagnostic model performance (105–109).

**Example.** In Perel and colleagues’ study (88), data for the development of the prognostic model came from a randomized trial (CRASH-2 [Clinical Randomisation of an Antifibrinolytic in Significant Haemorrhage 2]) combining data from 2 treatment groups. Because the authors included the allocated treatment as a predictor in the model development, this signaling question should be answered as Y.

**Example.** Aşlibekyan and colleagues (86) used a nonnested case–control study but did not adjust their analyses by weighting the case and control samples by the inverse of the sampling fractions. Accordingly, this signaling question should be answered as N.

1.2 Were all inclusions and exclusions of participants appropriate?

Studies that inappropriately include or exclude participants may produce biased estimates of model predictive performance, because the model is based on a selected subgroup of participants that may not represent the intended target population.

Inappropriate inclusion results from including participants already known to have the outcome at the time of predictor measurement. For example, in a study developing a model to predict development of type 2 diabetes, some participants may already have type 2 diabetes if inclusion criteria included absence of diabetes based on self-reported data. Including patients who already have the disease will most likely result in a model with overestimated predictive performance.

Similarly, for a diagnostic model that aims to detect the presence or absence of pulmonary embolism in symptomatic patients, exclusion of patients with preexisting lung disease could be considered inappropriate. Such patients may be harder to diagnose with pulmonary embolism than those without preexisting disease; diagnostic accuracy may be overestimated if a model, after excluding these patients, is developed for use in all patients suspected of pulmonary embolism. Authors should then explicitly state that the developed model is applicable only to suspected pulmonary embolism in patients without preexisting lung disease.

Note that this signaling question is not asking about loss to follow-up after inclusion in the primary study (that is, it is not about inappropriate exclusions during the study); this is dealt with in domain 4. This signaling question is about participants who were inappropriately included or excluded during enrollment. Further, it is important to distinguish between selection bias imposed on a study population by restrictions in inclusion criteria and a study population with characteristics that may limit the applicability of the study to the review question (see Applicability).

In summary, the key issue is whether any inclusion or exclusion criteria, or the recruitment strategy, could have made the included study participants unrepresentative of the intended target population. Some ROB tools (such as QUADAS-2) have a signaling question that asks whether the study recruited a consecutive or random sample of patients. Because this is rarely achievable for any study, we have not included this question in PROBAST.

**Example.** Aşlibekyan and colleagues (86) excluded all participants with a fatal myocardial infarction (MI) because they used a case–control design. Participants who had died of MI were excluded because retrospective self-reported data could not be collected from them. The prediction model for nonfatal MI was thus developed on a selected healthier participants, including only those who survived their MI (case participants) or did not develop an MI (control participants). This likely in-
introduced bias because the study participants represented a selected lower-risk sample of the original population of persons at risk for (any) MI. Stating that the developed prediction model predicts only nonfatal MI does not solve the issue because at the moment of prediction, identifying participants who will develop fatal MI is not possible. This signaling question should be answered as PN.

**Rating the ROB for domain 1.** Table 7 shows how the signaling questions should be answered and an overall judgment for domain 1 reached.

**Applicability** Applicability for this domain considers the extent to which the population included in the systematic review question (step 1; Table 5). Consider a review that aims to identify all model development and validation studies to diagnose bacterial conjunctivitis in symptomatic children. The review could specify inclusion criteria such that prediction model studies with both adults and children were eligible. Studies that included only children would likely receive a rating of low concern regarding applicability, whereas those in adults and children may have high concern regarding applicability.

The generalizability and thus applicability of prediction model studies based on randomized trial data needs careful consideration. Randomized trials tend to apply strict inclusion and exclusion criteria and may measure fewer predictors and outcomes, thus reducing the applicability of a model developed or validated from their data. In contrast, study characteristics, predictors, and outcomes have a wider distribution in data from routine care or health care registries, and thus prediction model studies using such registries for model development or validation tend to have higher generalizability.

Identifying when certain issues relating to a primary study are likely to introduce ROB and whether these raise concerns regarding applicability is often challenging. Applicability assessment is entirely dependent on the systematic review question (Tables 2 and 5). Consider the hypothetical pulmonary embolism example in signaling question 1.2, where reviewers might restrict the target population of their review to patients suspected of having pulmonary embolism who have no preexisting lung disease. For this target population, inclusion of patients with preexisting lung disease in a primary study would constitute an applicability concern but not necessarily an ROB. Similarly, consider a diagnostic model development study that included patients with a broad age range (18 to 90 years). This may not have introduced any bias into the primary study, but it may limit the applicability of the model if the systematic review question focuses on young adults (aged 18 to 30 years).

Finally, primary studies sometimes validate a model in participant data that were (for the researchers) intentionally different from the specific population used in the development study. For example, cardiovascular prediction models developed using a healthy general population have been validated in patients diagnosed with type 2 diabetes mellitus (110), and a model to diagnose deep venous thrombosis (DVT) that was developed in an emergency secondary care setting was validated in a primary care setting (85). In both cases, heterogeneity in model performance between the development study and the validation studies should be expected (40).

**Domain 2: Predictors**

This domain covers potential sources of bias and applicability concerns related to the definition and measurement of the predictors. Predictors are variables evaluated for their association with the outcome of interest; they are ultimately combined to form the prediction model.

In the support for judgment box, reviewers may list and describe how the predictors were defined, the time point of their assessment, and whether other information was available when the predictors were assessed.

Note that for systematic reviews focusing on a specific prediction model, it is sufficient to list and describe only the predictors in the model being validated.

**ROB** Three signaling questions facilitate an ROB judgment for this domain (Table 8).

2.1 Were predictors defined and assessed in a similar way for all participants?

Predictors should be defined and assessed in the same way for all study participants to reduce ROB. If different definitions and measurements across participants are used for the same predictor, differences in its associations with the outcome can be expected. For example, active bleeding in the lower digestive tract may be included as a possible predictor in a diagnostic model developed to detect colorectal cancer. This predictor “blood in feces” could be assessed in some participants on the basis of visible blood in the stool and in others using fecal occult blood testing. However, if these methods (with different minimum detection levels) are used interchangeably as a single predictor, “blood in feces” could introduce bias, especially if the choice of measurement method was based on prior tests or symptoms.

The potential for this bias is higher for predictors that involve subjective judgment, such as imaging test results, which introduce risk for studying the predictive ability of the observer rather than that of the predictors (1, 111–114). Where special skill or training is required, specifying who assessed the predictor (for example, experienced consultant vs. inexperienced trainee) may also be important.

Example. Perel and colleagues (88) assessed the following predictors, all of which were recorded on the entry form for the CRASH-2 randomized trial: demographic characteristics (age and sex), characteristics of the injury (type and time since injury), and physiologic variables (Glasgow Coma Scale score, systolic blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, and central capillary refill time). Because the data used to develop the prediction model came from a substudy of a randomized trial and predictors were taken from the study entry form, it is likely—although not specifically described in the paper—that all predictors were defined and assessed in the same way for all participants. This signaling question would therefore be answered as PY. If data were derived from multiple sources (such as in routine care data registries, where different versions of
2.2 Were predictor assessments made without knowledge of outcome data?

Risk of bias is low when predictor assessments are made without knowledge of the outcome status, often called “blinding” or “masking.” Blinding of predictor assessment to outcome data is particularly important for predictors that involve subjective interpretation or judgment, such as those based on imaging, histology, history, or physical examination. Lack of blinding increases risk for incorporating outcome information into predictor assessments, which likely increases their association and leads to biased, inflated estimates of model performance (1, 111–119).

Blinding of predictor assessors to outcome information occurs naturally in prognostic studies that use a prospective cohort design when prognostic predictors are assessed before the outcome occurs. This bias is more likely in studies that retrospectively record predictors (vulnerable to recall bias) or in cross-sectional studies, such as diagnostic model studies, where predictors and outcomes are assessed within a similar time frame (1, 111–120).

Most prediction model studies do not report information on blinding of predictor assessment to outcome data (121, 122). In prognostic studies, this signaling question should thus be answered as NI (Table 8). However, the domain can still be rated as low ROB in the overall ROB assessment because if predictors were measured and reported a long time before the outcome occurred, their measurement can be inferred to be “blinded to the outcome.” Note that even in prognostic studies, predictors may sometimes be assessed after outcome information has been collected—for instance, when predictors are collected from reinterpretation of stored imaging information or when a retrospective follow-up design is used. An example is the reuse of frozen tissue or tumor samples to measure novel predictors (biomarkers); such samples will already be linked to participant follow-up information, so novel predictor measurement may happen after outcome occurrence and may not be blinded to outcome information.

Example. Oudega and colleagues (85) stated, “After informed consent was obtained, the primary care physician systematically documented information on the patient’s history and physical examination by using a standard form on which the items and possible answers were specified. Patient history included sex, presence of previous DVT, family history of DVT, history of cancer (active cancer in the past 6 months), immobility for more than 3 days, recent surgery (within the past 4 weeks), and duration of the 3 main symptoms (a painful, red, or swollen leg). Physical examination included the presence of tenderness along the deep venous system, distention of collateral superficial (nonvaricose) veins, pitting edema, swelling of the affected limb, and a difference between the circumference of the 2 calves. . . . After history taking and physical examination, all patients were referred to the hospital for D-dimer testing and leg ultrasonography” (85). Because the study reported that history and clinical information (that is, the predictors) for all participants were collected before D-dimer testing, and the assessments were therefore also blinded to the outcome, this signaling question should be answered as Y.

2.3 Are all predictors available at the time the model is intended to be used?

For a prediction model to be usable in a real-world setting, all included predictors need to be available at the time the model is intended to be applied (that is, at the moment of prediction) (Table 2). This sounds straightforward, but some models unfortunately include predictors or predictor information that could not be known at the time when the model would be used.
For example, a prognostic model to be used preoperatively to predict risk for nausea and vomiting within 24 hours after surgery should not include such predictors as intraoperative medication, unless this medication is preset and unchanged during surgery. Inappropriate inclusion of predictors not available at the time when the model would be applied makes a model unusable. It also inflates apparent model performance because such predictors are measured closer in time to the outcome assessment and are likely to be more strongly associated with the outcome. For predictors that are stable over time (such as sex and genetic factors), these aspects are not an issue.

Studies that aim to externally validate an existing prediction model are at high ROB when predictor data are missing at the time of validation and the researchers validate the model anyway by omitting these missing predictors. This is a common flaw in validation studies and effectively produces validation results for another model rather than for the intended model as originally developed. In such situations, this signaling question should be answered as N.

**Example.** Rietveld and colleagues (89) aimed to develop and validate a prediction model for the diagnosis of a bacterial origin of acute conjunctivitis in children presenting in primary care with symptoms of this disease, to guide decision making about the administration of antibiotics. All predictors should be available to the general practitioner during the initial consultation. The predictors in this study were indeed all obtained during history taking and physical examination, so this signaling question should be answered as Y. If the study had included laboratory testing (such as microscopy) among the predictors, the signaling question would probably be answered as N. Because obtaining microscopy results involves a delay, the general practitioner would be unlikely to have the results available during the initial consultation.

**Rating the ROB for domain 2.** Table 8 shows how the signaling questions should be answered and an overall judgment for domain 2 reached.

**Applicability.** A common reason for concerns regarding applicability in this domain is inconsistency between definition, assessment, or timing of predictors and the review question. Predictors should be measured using methods potentially applicable to the setting (Tables 2 and 5) addressed by the review. Primary studies that use specialized measurement techniques for predictors may yield optimistic predictions for the targeted setting of the review. For example, if a model should be used in a health setting with limited access to advanced imaging, a model development study that included results of positron emission tomography might not be applicable and so may be rated as high concern.

As in domain 1, a subtle distinction can exist between ROB and applicability assessment in this domain. Consider the example given in signaling question 2.1 of active bleeding in the lower digestive tract as a predictor for colorectal cancer presence. Such bleeding could be assessed on the basis of visible blood in the stool or fecal occult blood testing. Reviewers might focus their review on diagnostic models that used only the visual assessment as a predictor of colorectal cancer, meaning that a primary study using a fecal occult blood test would raise applicability concerns.

Similarly, as in domain 1, in reviews that aim to estimate the average predictive performance of a specific model, heterogeneity in the observed performance of that model across the development study and validation studies is expected due to differences in the definition and measurement of predictors (17, 40, 44). If different definitions or assessment methods are used, some validation studies might find different predictive performance from others and should be judged as a concern regarding applicability. Sometimes researchers intentionally apply different definitions or measurement methods—for example, using point-of-care rather than laboratory testing methods for certain blood values. Again, this might not be a problem if the explicit aim of the systematic review is to include all validations.
of a certain model regardless of the definition and measurement method of its predictors.

**Domain 3: Outcome**

This domain covers potential sources of bias and applicability concerns related to the definition and determination of the outcome. The ideal outcome determination would classify the outcome without error in all study participants.

In diagnostic model studies, the outcome is presence or absence of the target condition. Outcome determination or verification is measured using a reference standard (Box 2). In prognostic model studies, the predicted outcomes occur in the future, after the moment of prediction. For both types of model, the reference standard or outcome determination method may include a single test or procedure, a combination of tests (composite outcome), or a consensus by experts (for example, an outcome adjudication committee).

The support for judgment box enables reviewers to describe how and when the outcome was defined and determined and what information was available at the time of determination.

**ROB.** Six signaling questions facilitate an ROB judgment for this domain (Table 9).

**3.1 Was the outcome determined appropriately?**

This signaling question is intended to detect potential for bias due to outcome misclassification because suboptimal or inferior methods were used to determine the outcome. Errors in outcome classification can lead to biased regression coefficients, biased estimates of the intercept (logistic regression and parametric survival models models) or baseline hazard (Cox regression model), and thus biased performance measures of the prediction model.

When prediction model studies use data from routine care registries or existing studies originally designed and conducted to answer a different research question, assessors need to carefully appraise the appropriateness of outcome determination methods, sometimes using details from earlier publications about that study. In routine care registries, outcome data might not be recorded at all, or methods may have been suboptimal and may have missed or misclassified the outcome. In diagnostic studies, problems and bias due to misclassification of the target condition by suboptimal reference standard methods have been extensively studied (112, 116, 123-127).

As in measurement of predictors (signaling question 2.1), the potential for bias is higher for outcomes that involve subjective judgment, such as imaging, surgical, or even pathology results. Where special skill or training is required, specifying who determined the outcome (for example, experienced consultant vs. inexperienced trainee) may also be important.

**Example.** In Han and colleagues’ study (87), “there were two defined outcomes for each of the models: one was mortality at 14 days, and the other was unfavorable outcome at 6 months,” defined by the authors on the basis of the Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) as “severe disability, vegetative state, or death.” Because outcomes, mortality, and the 3 categories based on the definition of GOS used well-established, appropriate measures for outcome determination, the signaling question should be answered as Y. Problems could arise if assessors who were not trained in determining this outcome had measured the GOS score. Despite the limited number of categories, misclassification is not uncommon for the GOS (128, 129). Use of inexperienced assessors could lead to a less favorable (PN or NI) answer for this signaling question.

**3.2 Was a prespecified or standard outcome definition used?**

This signaling question aims to detect potential ROB where model performance has been inflated by selection of an outcome definition that produces more favorable results, an example of selective outcome reporting (130).

Risk of bias is low when a prespecified or standard outcome definition is used and substantiated by a definition from clinical guidelines, previously published studies, or a published study protocol. Risk of bias is higher if an atypical threshold on a continuous scale has been used for defining an “outcome being present.” Biased model performance can occur if authors test multiple thresholds to obtain the most favorable outcome definition to achieve the best estimate of model performance. For example, a biased assessment of model performance would result if authors used a continuous scale (like the GOS) ranging from 3 to 15 and chose thresholds for “good” and “poor” outcomes based on achieving the best model predictive performance.

Composite outcomes can also introduce ROB. For example, authors may introduce bias by adjusting a composite outcome definition to favor better model performance by excluding typical components or including atypical events.

Many outcomes have consensus-based definitions, including thresholds and preferred composite outcome definitions. The COMET (Core Outcome Mea-

---

**Table 5. Example Step 1 Applied to the Perel Example Study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Specify Your Systematic Review Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intended use of model</td>
<td>Prognosis; at presentation at hospital accident and emergency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants, including selection criteria and setting</td>
<td>Trauma patients with or within 8 h at risk of significant bleeding, presenting at hospital accident and emergency department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictors (used in prediction modeling), including types of predictors (e.g., history, clinical examination, biochemical markers, imaging tests), time of measurement, specific measurement issues (e.g., any requirements/prohibitions for specialized equipment)</td>
<td>Patients’ demographics; physiologic variables; injury characteristics; time from injury—all measured at presentation at the hospital accident and emergency department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome to be predicted</td>
<td>Imaging results available within 4 h of admission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Death within 28 d of injury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Reference 90.
sures in Effectiveness Trials) initiative (www.comet-initiative.org) was set up to facilitate development of agreed, standardized sets of outcomes. Determining whether standard or nonstandard definitions have been used may require specialist clinical knowledge.

Example. In Han and colleagues’ study (87), “there were two defined outcomes for each of the models: one was mortality at 14 days, and the other was unfavorable outcome at 6 months,” defined by the authors on the basis of the GOS as “severe disability, vegetative state, or death.” Because mortality and the 3 categories based on the definition of GOS are well-established outcomes (that is, standard outcome definitions were used), the signaling question should be answered as Y. If instead of using a standard definition the authors had amended the categories of the GOS on the basis of their own clinical experience or internal hospital guidance, clinical judgment should be used to decide whether the altered GOS still constituted a standard outcome determination; if not, the signaling question should be answered as PN or N.

3.3 Were predictors excluded from the outcome definition?

Outcomes should ideally be determined without information about predictors (see signaling question 3.5), but in some cases it is not possible to avoid including predictors—for example, when outcomes require determination by a consensus panel using as much information as is available. If a predictor in the model forms part of the definition or assessment of the outcome that the model predicts, the association between predictor and outcome will likely be overestimated, and estimates of model performance will be optimistic; in diagnostic research, this problem is generally called incorporation bias (104, 111, 115, 117, 119, 131–134).

Where outcomes are difficult to determine by a single procedure (for example, a single reference test), determination of outcome presence or absence may be based on multiple components or tests (as in the World Health Organization criteria for diagnosis of MI), or even on all available information, including the predictors under study. The latter approach is known as consensus or expert panel outcome measurement and is also susceptible to incorporation bias (135).

Example. Aslibekyan and colleagues (86) aimed to develop a cardiovascular risk score based on the ability of predictors (such as dietary components, physical activity, smoking status, alcohol consumption, socioeconomic status, and measures of overweight and obesity) to predict nonfatal MI. The study reported that MI was defined according to World Health Organization criteria, including cardiac biomarkers, electrocardiography, imaging, or autopsy confirmation. Because the lifestyle and socioeconomic predictors Aslibekyan and colleagues used for modeling do not form any part of this definition of MI, the study would be rated as Y for this signaling question. If the study had included a cardiac biomarker (such as troponin T at initial hospital presentation) among the predictors assessed, this signaling question would likely be rated as N. This is because the initial troponin T measurement may have formed part of the information used to determine the outcome (MI).

3.4 Was the outcome defined and determined in a similar way for all participants?

The outcome should be defined and determined in the same way for all study participants, similar to predictors (signaling question 2.1).

Outcome definition and measurement should include the same thresholds and categories to define the presence of the outcome across participants. Where a composite outcome measure is used, the results of individual components should always be combined in the same way to establish outcome presence or absence. When a consensus or panel-based outcome committee is used, the same method for establishing the outcome (for example, majority vote) should be used (131, 135, 136). Risk of bias can arise when outcome determination methods vary among participants—for example, because of variation between research sites in a multicenter study. Risk of bias is also higher in prediction model studies that are not based on predesigned studies but on data collected for a different purpose, such as routine care registry data, where inherently different outcome definitions and measurements are likely to be applied. In addition, when accuracy in determining the presence of an outcome varies among measurement methods (differential outcome verification) and the direction of bias is not easy to predict, ROB is higher. For example, in a prognostic model study aimed at predicting the future occurrence of diabetes in healthy adults, the presence of diabetes in an individual can be determined in various ways that may have different abilities to determine diabetes presence or absence, such as fasting glucose levels, oral glucose tolerance tests, or self-report. The potential for bias is again higher when outcomes require more subjective interpretation. Simi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Prediction Study</th>
<th>PROBAST Boxes to Complete</th>
<th>Tick as Appropriate</th>
<th>Definitions for Type of Prediction Model Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development only</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prediction model development without external validation. These studies may include internal validation methods, such as bootstrapping and cross-validation techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and validation</td>
<td>Development and validation</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>Prediction model development combined with external validation in other participants in the same article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation only</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td></td>
<td>External validation of existing (previously developed) model in other participants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROBAST = Prediction model Risk Of Bias ASsessment Tool.

* Reference 90.
## Table 7. Domain 1: Participants—Guidance Notes for Rating Risk of Bias and Applicability

### Risk of bias assessment

**Background**

The overall aim for prediction models is to generate absolute risk predictions that are correct in new individuals. Certain data sources or designs are not suited to generate absolute probabilities. Problems may also arise if a study inappropriate includes or excludes participant groups from entering the study.

1. **Were appropriate data sources used, e.g., cohort, RCT, or nested case-control study data?**
   - Yes/probably yes: If a cohort design (including RCT or proper registry data) or a nested case-control or case-cohort design (with proper adjustment of the baseline risk/hazard in the analysis) has been used.
   - No/probably no: If a nonnested case-control design has been used.
   - No information: If the method of participant sampling is unclear.

2. **Were all inclusions and exclusions of participants appropriate?**
   - Yes/probably yes: If inclusion and exclusion of participants was appropriate, so participants correspond to unselected participants of interest.
   - No/probably no: If participants are included who would already have been identified as having the outcome and so are no longer participants at suspicion of disease (diagnostic studies) or at risk of developing outcome (prognostic studies), or if specific subgroups are excluded that may have altered the performance of the prediction model for the intended target population.
   - No information: When there is no information on whether inappropriate inclusions or exclusions took place.

### Applicability

**Background**

Included participants, the selection criteria used as well as the setting used in the primary prediction model study should be relevant to the review question.

Concern that included participants or the setting do not match the review question:

Low concern for applicability: Included participants and clinical setting match the review question.

High concern for applicability: Included participants and clinical setting were different from the review question.

Unclear concern for applicability: If relevant information about the participants and clinical setting are not reported.

RCT = randomized controlled trial.

3.5 **Was the outcome determined without knowledge of predictor information?**

The outcome is ideally determined without information about predictors. This is comparable to randomized intervention trials, where the outcome is ideally determined without knowledge of treatment assignment. Knowledge of predictor results may influence outcome determination and lead to biased predictive accuracy of the model, usually due to overestimation of the association between predictors and outcome (111, 115, 117, 119, 132–134). This risk is lower for objective outcomes, such as death from any cause or whether childbirth was natural or by Cesarean section, but higher for outcome determinations requiring interpretation, such as death from a specific cause.

Some outcomes are inherently difficult to determine using a single measurement or test. As discussed in signaling question 3.3, sometimes diagnostic and prognostic research cannot avoid use of a consensus panel or end point committee, with which outcome determination includes knowledge of predictor information. If the explicit aim is to assess the incremental value of a particular predictor or compare the performance of competing models (for example, when validating >1 model on the same data set), the importance of blinded outcome determination increases to prevent overestimation of the incremental value of a particular predictor or to prevent biased preference for 1 model over another.

Review authors should carefully assess whether predictor information was available to those determining the outcome. If the information was present during outcome determination or if this is unclear, the potential consequences should be considered in the overall judgment of bias of this domain. This overall judgment should take into account the subjectivity of the outcome of interest and the underlying review question.

**Example.** In the diagnostic prediction model study of Rietveld and colleagues (89), the outcome of interest for the subset of participants with negative results on the index test and no reference standard result, or differential verification, when participants who were not referred to the preferred reference standard are assessed using an alternative reference standard of differing, usually lower, accuracy (106, 111, 117, 119, 131–134, 137). These differences in outcome determination affect the estimated associations between predictors and outcome and thus the predictive accuracy of the diagnostic models. Methods to account for partial and differential verification have been described (138–141).

**Example.** Han and colleagues (87) validated a model to predict an “unfavorable outcome after six months” in patients with severe traumatic brain injury. The outcome was determined using the GOS (levels 1 to 3 on the 5-point scale) for all patients included in this single-center study. This signaling question should be answered as Y. If a hospital in the study had used a different instrument to measure the outcome of interest, such as the Functional Status Examination, this would constitute a potential ROB because the tools are not directly comparable. This question would then be answered as PN or even N to highlight the potential ROB.
was a bacterial infection of the eye established by culture as the reference standard procedure. Reading of the culture results was somewhat subjective. Therefore, the authors of the paper explicitly inform the reader about the degree of blinding in their study: “The general practitioners did not receive the culture results, and the microbiologist who analyzed the cultures had no knowledge of the results of the index tests [the candidate predictors of the study]” (89). This signaling question should therefore be answered as Y.

3.6 Was the time interval between predictor assessment and outcome determination appropriate?

This signaling question aims to detect situations where the time interval between predictor assessment and outcome determination is inappropriate (either too long or too short). Such judgment requires clinical knowledge to determine the appropriate time interval, and also depends on clinical context.

In diagnostic studies, where the model predicts whether the outcome (that is, target disease determined by a reference standard) is present at the moment of prediction (Box 2), the assessment of predictors (index tests) and outcome should ideally occur at the same point in time. In practice, an interval may elapse between the moments of assessment for predictors and outcome, in which the diagnostic outcome classification could improve or worsen. Sometimes determining the outcome presence requires clinical follow-up over time, so a delay between predictor and outcome assessment is built into the study design as a critical feature to reduce bias (as in Oudega and colleagues [85]).

A delay of a few days between predictor assessment and outcome determination may not be problematic for chronic conditions, whereas for acute infectious diseases even a short delay may be inappropriate. Conversely, when the reference standard involves follow-up, a minimum time may be required to capture the increase in symptoms or signs indicating that the disease was present at the moment when the predictors were assessed. Sometimes biological samples for predictor assessment and outcome determination are taken at the same time point, so the interval during which the disease status could change is effectively 0 even if the reference standard procedure on the sample is completed at a later time point.

In prognostic studies, the time interval between the moments of predictor assessment and outcome determination may also have been too short or too long to capture the clinically relevant outcome of interest.

For both diagnostic and prognostic models, bias can present in 2 ways. First, it can result if outcomes are determined too early, when relevant outcomes cannot be detected or the number of outcomes is unrepresentative. For example, in a model diagnosing the presence of metastases at the time of surgical removal of a colorectal cancer tumor, detection of metastases can be biased by the time point of follow-up used for the reference standard. Choice of a time point that is too early can introduce bias in the number of metastases detected due to limitations in current detection methods; at earlier follow-up times, metastases may not have grown large enough for detection. Second, the type of outcome may differ depending on the time interval. For example, metastases detected at earlier times might be mainly liver metastases, whereas at 1 year, more bone metastases may be detected. An ROB then occurs if the interval between predictor assessments and outcome determination results in a potentially unrepresentative number or type of outcomes (that is, metastatic locations).
### Table 9. Domain 3: Outcome—Guidance Notes for Rating Risk of Bias and Applicability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk of bias assessment</th>
<th>Background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bias in model performance can occur when methods used to determine outcomes incorrectly classify participants with or without the outcome. Bias in methods of outcome determination can result from use of suboptimal methods, tests, or criteria that lead to unacceptably high levels of errors in outcome determination, when methods are inconsistently applied across participants, or when knowledge of predictors influence outcome determination. Incorrect timing of outcome determination can also result in bias.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.1 Was the outcome determined appropriately?

- **Yes/probably yes:** If a method of outcome determination has been used which is considered optimal or acceptable by guidelines or previous publications on the topic.
- **No/probably no:** If it is clear that suboptimal methods have been used that causes unacceptable error in determining outcome status in participants.
- **No information:** If no information on how outcome was determined.

#### 3.2 Was a prespecified or standard outcome definition used?

- **Yes/probably yes:** If the method of outcome determination is objective, or if a standard outcome definition is used, or if prespecified categories are used to group outcomes.
- **No/probably no:** If the outcome definition was not standard and not prespecified.
- **No information:** If no information on whether the outcome definition was prespecified or standard.

#### 3.3 Were predictors excluded from the outcome definition?

- **Yes/probably yes:** If none of the predictors are included in the outcome definition.
- **No/probably no:** If ≥1 of the predictors forms part of the outcome definition.
- **No information:** If no information on whether predictors are excluded from the outcome definition.

#### 3.4 Was the outcome defined and determined in a similar way for all participants?

- **Yes/probably yes:** If outcomes were defined and determined in a similar way for all participants.
- **No/probably no:** If outcomes were clearly defined and determined in a different way for some participants.
- **No information:** If no information on whether outcomes were defined or determined in a similar way for all participants.

#### 3.5 Was the outcome determined without knowledge of predictor information?

- **Yes/probably yes:** If predictor information was not known when determining the outcome status, or outcome status determination is clearly reported as determined without knowledge of predictor information.
- **No/probably no:** If it is clear that predictor information was used when determining the outcome status.
- **No information:** If no information on whether outcome was determined without knowledge of predictor information.

#### 3.6 Was the time interval between predictor assessment and outcome determination appropriate?

- **Yes/probably yes:** If the time interval between predictor assessment and outcome determination was appropriate to enable the correct type and representative number of relevant outcomes to be recorded, or if no information on the time interval is required to allow a representative number of the relevant outcome occur or if predictor assessment and outcome determination were from information taken within an appropriate time interval.
- **No/probably no:** If the time interval between predictor assessment and outcome determination is too short or too long to enable the correct type and representative number of relevant outcomes to be recorded.
- **No information:** If no information was provided on the time interval between predictor assessment and outcome determination.

---

### Table 9—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk of bias introduced by predictors or their assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low risk of bias:</strong> If the answer to all signaling questions is “Yes” or “Probably yes,” then risk of bias can be considered low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If ≥1 of the answers is “No” or “Probably no,” the judgment could still be low risk of bias, but specific reasons should be provided why the risk of bias can be considered low, e.g., when the outcome was determined with knowledge of predictor information but the outcome assessment did not require much interpretation by the assessor (e.g., death regardless of cause).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk of bias: If the answer to any of the signaling questions is “No” or “Probably no,” there is a potential for bias.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Applicability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The definition of outcome in the primary study should be relevant for the outcome definition in the review question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern that the outcome definition, timing, or determination do not match the review question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low concern for applicability:</strong> Choice of outcome definition, timing, and method of determination defines the outcome as intended by the review question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High concern for applicability:</strong> Choice of outcome definition, timing, and method of outcome determination defines another outcome as intended by the review question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear concern for applicability: If relevant information about the outcome, timing, and method of determination is not reported.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obviously, a review may specifically aim to determine either the short- or long-term prognosis of a certain condition, so the time interval between predictor assessment and outcome determination is also relevant to study applicability to the review question. 

**Example.** Rietveld and colleagues (89) developed a diagnostic model to predict bacterial cause in conjunctivitis eye infection; ROB in the time interval is minimized because the same clinic visit was used to measure predictors from patient questionnaires and physical examination and to collect conjunctival samples for determination of the outcome of bacterial infection. Although the reference standard results require culture for more than 48 hours, this is not relevant to bias, because culture results reflect disease at the time of sample collection. This signaling question would be answered as Y, indicating a low potential for bias. 

**Example.** In Aslibekyan and colleagues (86), where a model was developed to predict MI, this signaling question should be answered as NI due to lack of information on the time interval between predictor measurement and outcome determination. Different intervals could alter the number of MI events that would be detected.

**Rating the ROB for domain 3.** Table 9 shows how the signaling questions should be answered and an overall judgment for domain 3 reached.

**Applicability.** The applicability question for this domain considers the extent to which the outcome predicted in the developed or validated model matches the review question. If different definitions, timing, or determination methods are used, this should be judged an applicability concern. For example, a primary study might use a composite outcome that consists of components different from those included in the outcome definition of the review question (142).
PROBAST: Explanation and Elaboration

### Table 10. Domain 4: Analysis—Guidance Notes for Rating Risk of Bias

#### Risk of bias assessment

**Background**

Statistical analysis is a critical part of prediction model development and validation. The use of inappropriate statistical analysis methods increases the potential for bias in reported model performance measures. Model development studies include many steps where flawed methods can distort results. We recommend reviewers seek statistical advice when completing assessments of the analysis domain.

4.1 Were there a reasonable number of participants with the outcome?

**Yes/probably yes:** If model development studies, if the number of participants with the outcome relative to the number of candidate predictor parameters is ≥20 (EPV ≥20). For model validation studies, if the number of participants with the outcome is ≥100.

**No/probably no:** For model development studies, if the number of participants with the outcome relative to the number of candidate predictor parameters is <10 (EPV <10).* For model validation studies, if the number of participants with the outcome is <100.

**No information:** For model development studies, no information on the number of candidate predictor parameters or number of participants with the outcome, such that the EPV cannot be calculated. For model validation studies, no information on the number of participants with the outcome.

4.2 Were continuous and categorical predictors handled appropriately?

**Yes/probably yes:** If continuous predictors are not converted into ≥2 categories when included in the model (i.e., dichotomized or categorized), or if continuous predictors are examined for nonlinearity using, for example, fractional polynomials or restricted cubic splines, or if categorical predictor groups are defined using a prespecified method.

For model validation studies, if continuous predictors are included using the same definitions or transformations, and categorical variables are categorized using the same cut points, as compared with the development study.

**No/probably no:** If categorical predictor group definitions do not use a prespecified method.

For model development studies, if continuous predictors are converted into ≥2 categories when included in the model.

For model validation studies, if continuous predictors are included using different definitions or transformations, or categorical variables are categorized using different cut points, as compared with the development study.

**No information:** No information on whether continuous predictors are examined for nonlinearity and no information on how categorical predictor groups are defined.

For model validation studies, no information on whether the same definitions or transformations and the same cut points are used, as compared with the development study.

4.3 Were all enrolled participants included in the analysis?

**Yes/probably yes:** If all participants enrolled in the study are included in the data analysis.

**No/probably no:** If some or a subgroup of participants are inappropriately excluded from the analysis.

**No information:** No information on whether all enrolled participants are included in the analysis.

4.4 Were participants with missing data handled appropriately?

**Yes/probably yes:** If there are no missing values of predictors or outcomes and the study explicitly reports that participants are not excluded on the basis of missing data, or if missing values are handled using multiple imputation.

**No/probably no:** If participants with missing data are omitted from the analysis, or if the method of handling missing data is clearly flawed, e.g., missing indicator method or inappropriate use of last value carried forward, or if the study had no explicit mention of methods to handle missing data.

**No information:** If there is insufficient information to determine if the method of handling missing data is appropriate.

4.5 Was selection of predictors based on univariable analysis avoided?*

**Yes/probably yes:** If the predictors are not selected on the basis of univariable analysis prior to multivariable modeling.

**No/probably no:** If the predictors are selected on the basis of univariable analysis prior to multivariable modeling.

**No information:** If there is no information to indicate that univariable selection is avoided.

---

### Table 10—Continued

4.6 Were complexities in the data (e.g., censoring, competing risks, sampling of control participants) accounted for appropriately?*

**Yes/probably yes:** If any complexities in the data are accounted for appropriately, or if it is clear that any potential data complexities have been identified appropriately as unimportant.

**No/probably no:** If complexities in the data that could affect model performance are ignored.

**No information:** No information is provided on whether complexities in the data are present or accounted for appropriately if present.

4.7 Were relevant model performance measures evaluated appropriately?*

**Yes/probably yes:** If both calibration and discrimination are evaluated appropriately (including relevant measures tailored for models predicting survival outcomes).

**No/probably no:** If both calibration and discrimination are not evaluated, or if only goodness-of-fit tests, such as the Hosmer-Lemeshow test, are used to evaluate calibration, or if for models predicting survival outcomes performance measures accounting for censoring are not used, or if classification measures (like sensitivity, specificity, or predictive values) were presented using predicted probability thresholds derived from the data set hand.

**No information:** Either calibration or discrimination are not reported, or no information is provided as to whether appropriate performance measures for survival outcomes are used (e.g., references to relevant literature or specific mention of methods, such as using Kaplan-Meier estimates), or no information on thresholds for estimating classification measures is given.

4.8 Were model overfitting and optimism in model performance accounted for?†

**Yes/probably yes:** If internal validation techniques, such as bootstrapping and cross-validation including all model development procedures, have been used to account for any optimism in model fitting, and subsequent adjustment of the model performance estimates have been applied.

**No/probably no:** If internal validation has been performed, or if internal validation consists only of a single random split-sample of participant data, or if the bootstrapping or cross-validation did not include all model development procedures including any variable selection.

**No information:** No information is provided on whether internal validation techniques, including all model development procedures, have been applied.

4.9 Do predictors and their assigned weights in the final model correspond to the results from the reported multivariable analysis?†

**Yes/probably yes:** If the predictors and regression coefficients in the final model correspond to the reported results from multivariable analysis.

**No/probably no:** If the predictors and regression coefficients in the final model do not correspond to the results from multivariable analysis.

**No information:** If it is unclear whether the regression coefficients in the final model correspond to reported results from multivariable analysis.

### Risk of bias introduced by the analysis

**Low risk of bias:** If the answer to all signaling questions is “Yes” or “Probably yes,” then risk of bias can be considered low.

If ≥1 of the answers is “No” or “Probably no,” the judgment could still be low risk of bias, but specific reasons should be provided why the risk of bias can be considered low.

**High risk of bias:** If the answer to any of the signaling questions is “No” or “ Probably no,” there is a potential for bias. Unclear risk of bias: If relevant information about the analysis is missing for some of the signaling questions but none of the signaling question answers is judged to put the analysis at high risk of bias.

**EPV = events per variable.**

* For EPVs between 10 and 20, the item should be rated as either probably yes or probably no, depending on the outcome frequency, overall model performance, and distribution of the predictors in the model. For more guidance, see references 145 to 147.

† Development only.
As discussed for domains 1 and 2, in reviews that aim to estimate the average performance of a specific model across the included validation studies, heterogeneity in performance among validation studies is expected due to differences in definition and measurement of the outcome (17, 40, 44). Sometimes researchers intentionally apply different outcome definitions or measurement methods. This might not be a problem if the systematic review explicitly aimed to include all validations of the model regardless of outcome definition and measurement method.

**Domain 4: Analysis**

Use of inappropriate analysis methods or omission of important statistical considerations increases the potential for bias in the estimated predictive performance of a model. Domain 4 examines whether key statistical considerations were correctly addressed. Some of these aspects require specialist knowledge, and we recommend that this domain be assessed by at least 1 researcher with statistical expertise in prediction model studies. The support for judgment box should list and describe the important aspects needed to address this domain.

Nine signaling questions facilitate an ROB judgment for this domain (Table 10).

4.1 *Were there a reasonable number of participants with the outcome?*

As in all medical research, the larger the sample size, the better, because it leads to more precise results—that is, smaller standard errors and narrower CIs. In prediction model studies, overall sample size matters, but number of participants with the outcome is even more important. For a binary outcome, the effective sample size is the smaller of the 2 outcome frequencies, “with the outcome” and “without the outcome.” For time-to-event outcomes, the key driver is the total number of participants with the event by the main time point of interest for prediction. More important, in prediction model studies, the number of participants with the outcome not only influences precision but also affects predictive performance—that is, is a potential source of bias. What is considered a reasonable number of participants with the outcome (yielding low ROB) differs between model development and validation studies.

*Model development studies.* The performance of any prediction model is to some extent overestimated when both model development and performance assessment use the same data set (49, 50, 146, 147). This overestimation is larger with smaller sample sizes and, notably, when fewer participants have the outcome. Concerns about optimistic performance are exacerbated when the predictors included in the final model are selected from many candidate predictors, relative to a low number of participants with the outcome, and when predictor selection was based on univariable analysis (see signaling question 4.5). Sample size considerations for model development studies have historically been based on the number of events per variable (EPV). More exactly, the number of events relative to the number of regression coefficients needs to be estimated for candidate predictors. For example, a candidate predictor with 6 categories will require 5 degrees of freedom (5 regression coefficients are estimated). Also, the word candidate is important: It indicates not the number of predictors included in the final model but rather the total number of predictors considered during any stage of the prediction model process.

Although an EPV of at least 10 has been widely adopted as a criterion to minimize overfitting (148–150), recent studies have shown that this threshold has no scientific basis (145), and various authors have suggested higher EPVs of at least 20 (145, 151, 152). In general, studies with EPVs lower than 10 are likely to have overfitting, whereas those with EPVs higher than 20 are less likely to have overfitting. However, the sample size needed to minimize overfitting is context-specific and depends on outcome prevalence, overall model performance ($R^2$), and predictor distributions (143-145). Therefore, deciding whether an appropriate sample size was used may be difficult, especially when EPV is between 10 and 20. Prediction models developed using machine-learning techniques often require substantially higher EPVs (often >200) to minimize overfitting (153).

Hence, the smaller the effective sample size and the lower the EPV, the higher the risk that the final prediction model has included spurious predictors (“overfitted” model) or failed to include important predictors (“underfitted” model). Overfitting and underfitting are likely to yield biased estimates of model apparent predictive performance (49–51, 146, 147, 154). With a small EPV, authors need to quantify the extent of misfitting of the developed prediction model (for example, by using internal validation techniques). Based on this internal validation, optimism-adjusted estimates of model performance can be produced and model parameters adjusted (that is, shrink regression coefficients) to decrease this bias (see signaling question 4.8).

*Model validation studies.* The aim of a validation study is to quantify the predictive performance of an existing model using a different data set from that used in model development (Box 1). The focus in a validation study is on accurate and precise estimation of model performance so that meaningful conclusions can be drawn. Validation studies are recommended to include at least 100 participants with the outcome, otherwise the risk for biased estimates of model performance becomes more likely (77, 78, 158).

*Example.* Aslibekyan and colleagues (86) developed 2 prognostic models (1 including only easy-to-obtain predictors and 1 extended with various dietary and blood markers) to predict risk for MI. Although the authors used a case-control design and many inclusion and exclusion criteria, their final sample had 839 case patients with an MI for developing prediction model 1 and 696 for model 2. The exact number of candidate predictors is not explicitly mentioned, but from the methods and supplementary tables 1 and 2 we can estimate that the authors likely used
20 to 30 predictors—or rather, degrees of freedom, because they categorized several continuous predictors into quintiles. This indicates that the EPV is between (taking the smallest number of events) 696/20 (that is, 35) and 696/30 (that is, 23). Because the EPV in either case is much larger than 10 and even larger than 20, this signaling question should be answered as Y, indicating low ROB.

Example. Oudega and colleagues (85) validated a diagnostic model for detecting the presence of DVT in patients who consulted their primary care physician about symptoms suggestive of DVT. The total sample size of their validation study was 1295 symptomatic patients, of whom 289 had DVT (as detected by D-dimer testing and leg ultrasonography). Because the study had more than the recommended 100 events for validation, the signaling question should be answered as Y, indicating low ROB. If this number had been lower (for example, 80 or 40 patients with DVT), the answer for this example would be PN or N, respectively.

4.2 Were continuous and categorical predictors handled appropriately?

Dichotomization of continuous predictors, such as age and blood pressure, should be avoided (159–161). Dichotomization requires choosing an often arbitrary cut point, for example, above which values are classified as high (or abnormal) and below which they are classified as low (or normal). The usual fallacious argument is that the approach aids clinical interpretation and maintains simplicity. However, it leads to loss of information, and a prediction model that includes dichotomized continuous predictors can have substantially reduced predictive ability (159–162).

For example, dichotomizing a variable at the median value has been shown to reduce power by about the same amount as discarding a third of the data (163). Also, the range of model-predicted risks across the spectrum of predictor values is lost: Persons just below the cut point are assumed to have a different risk from those just above the cut point, even though their predictor values barely differ. Conversely, 2 persons with very different values that are nonetheless both above (or both below) the cut point are assumed to have identical risks. Linear (or nonlinear) relationships between predictor and outcome risk are therefore lost. When a predictor is categorized using widely accepted cut points (that is, not based on the data at hand), although information has been lost, ROB is low because the cut point was predefined.

Model development studies. A developed model is at low ROB when included predictors are kept as continuous. The association between predictor and outcome risk should still be examined as linear or nonlinear by using, for example, restricted cubic splines or fractional polynomials (49, 50, 164).

A developed model is at high ROB when dichotomized continuous predictors are included, especially when cut points were chosen via data dredging on the same data set (for example, to identify the “optimal” cut point that maximizes predictor effects or minimizes associated \( P \) values) (159–162) and when a selection procedure was used to identify “significant thresholds” (49, 50).

Risk of bias is decreased when a model uses categorization of continuous predictors into 4 or more groups rather than dichotomization, especially when categories are based on widely accepted cut points (160, 162). However, for a model to be at low ROB, it should be clear that the number and placement of predictor cut points were chosen before data analysis—that is, prespecified. For similar reasons, as discussed for signaling question 4.1, an internal validation followed by optimism adjustment of model performance and prediction model parameters also decreases ROB (see also signaling question 4.8). For model development studies that have dichotomized continuous predictors after data analysis and did not adjust for this by applying internal validation and shrinkage techniques, this signaling question should be answered as N.

Model validation studies. In model validation studies, the model as originally fitted in the development data should be evaluated on its predictive accuracy in the validation data set. This means that the originally reported intercept (or baseline hazards) and regression coefficients are used for exactly the same format of the predictors. For example, if body mass index (BMI) is originally included as dichotomized in the model, validation studies should use BMI values dichotomized at the same cut point and not BMI as continuous or dichotomized using a different cut point. If predictors have different formats in validation and development models, the validation might be at high ROB because the predictor–outcome association (the regression coefficient) of BMI from the development study is effectively used in the validation study for a different version of the predictor.

Example. Oudega and colleagues (85) validated the Wells rule for identifying persons with DVT. However, the authors state, “The last item of the rule—presence of an alternative diagnosis—has never been unambiguously defined and often causes controversy among users of the rule. In our study, physicians were asked to give their own assessment of the patient’s probability of having DVT by using a score of 1 to indicate high probability of DVT, no alternative diagnosis likely; 2 to indicate moderate probability of DVT, alternative diagnosis possible; or 3 to indicate low probability of DVT, alternative diagnosis certain. To tailor the judgment of the physician on this item, 7 common alternative diagnoses for patients with suspected DVT were provided on the study form. If a low or moderate probability was assigned to a patient, we subtracted 2 points from the Wells score in the analysis.” Because this is not a true deviation from the original definitions, this signaling question should be answered as Y.

Example. Perel and colleagues (88) developed a prediction model (CRASH-2) for early death in patients with traumatic brain injury. During model development, they analyzed the 3-category variable “type of injury” (penetrating, blunt, or blunt and penetrating) as a 2-category variable (penetrating vs. a combined category of blunt and penetrating); the rationale for this
was not given. Nevertheless, continuous variables were analyzed as continuous in model development, so the collapse from 3 to 2 categories for this variable was probably due to few participants or events being in the “blunt” category. Further, the type of injury was not subsequently included in the final model, so it is unlikely that reduction in predictor categories was done to improve statistical significance for this predictor. Therefore, we should answer the signaling question as Y. When externally validating the CRASH-2 model, the authors “applied the coefficients of the model developed in CRASH-2 and have used the same predictors and scale as originally coded; thus, an answer of Y also is appropriate for the model validation assessment.

4.3 Were all enrolled participants included in the analysis?

As in all types of medical studies, all participants enrolled in a study should be included in the data analysis, or else ROB is possible (48, 111, 165, 166). This signaling question relates to exclusion of participants from the original study sample who met the inclusion criteria. It is not about inappropriate inclusion or exclusion criteria (which are addressed in signaling question 1.1) or the handling of missing data in predictors or outcomes (which is covered in signaling question 4.4).

Enrolled participants are often excluded because of uninterpretable (unclear) findings, outliers, or missing data in predictors or outcomes. Outlier, uninterpretable, or missing values occur in all types of medical research. Omitting enrolled participants from analysis can lead to biased predictor-outcome associations and biased predictive performance of the developed or validated model if the remaining analyzed individuals are not a completely random but rather a selective subsample. The relationship between predictors and outcomes is then different for analyzed versus excluded participants. For example, excluding participants whose predictor values (such as results on imaging or laboratory tests) were unclear likely yields a study sample with participants in the extremes of the predictor range. This in turn may result in biased, overestimated model discrimination (166). When only a low percentage of enrolled participants are not included in the analysis, ROB may be low. However, a minimal or acceptable percentage is hard to define because it depends on which participants were excluded and whether it was a selected subsample or not. The ROB increases with an increasing percentage of participants excluded.

Prediction model development or validation studies based on routine care databases or registries, where participants are not formally enrolled in some prespecified study and data are even collected for other reasons, are particularly susceptible to this form of bias. When such data sources are used for model development or validation, participant selection for the analysis should be based on clear criteria. In prediction model studies based on such routine care data sets, the extent of potential bias can be unclear because of insufficiently reported information on the applied eligibility criteria and on reasons for excluding study participants.

Example. In Han and colleagues’ study (87), all 300 participants met eligibility criteria for validation of 3 versions of the IMPACT (International Mission for Prognosis and Analysis of Clinical Trials in Traumatic Brain Injury) models for traumatic brain injury, called core, extended, and laboratory IMPACT models. The investigators then excluded 36 participants (12%) from validation of the laboratory version of the model because of missing data on blood glucose levels; however, all participants could be included for the core and extended IMPACT models. For assessment of the core and extended models, the signaling question should be answered as Y because all participants were included in the analysis. For assessment of the laboratory model, the signaling question should be answered as either PN or PY, depending on the concern raised by exclusion of 36 of participants (12%) from the analysis. This would depend on clinical knowledge and judgment of whether the missing glucose measurements are likely to be associated with the severity of traumatic brain injury.

4.4 Were participants with missing data handled appropriately?

As noted in the previous item, simply excluding enrolled participants with any missing data from the analysis leads to biased predictor-outcome associations and biased model performance when the analyzed individuals are a selective rather than a completely random sample of the original full study sample (167–177). When a study report does not mention missing data, participants with any missing data have likely been omitted from analyses (“available-case” or “complete-case” analysis) because statistical packages automatically exclude persons with any missing value on any of the data analyzed unless prompted to handle otherwise. Numerous reviews show that available- or complete-case analysis is the most common way to handle missing data in prediction model studies (68, 178–186).

The most appropriate method for handling missing data is multiple imputation because it leads to the least biased results with correct standard errors and $P$ values (167–173, 175–177). In prediction model studies, multiple imputation is superior in terms of bias and precision to other methods, in both model development (173, 176, 187) and validation studies (176, 188–190). In contrast to uninterpretable or outlier data, use of a separate category to capture missing data is not an appropriate method; this missing indicator method leads to biased results in prediction model studies, and the signaling question should then be answered as N (172, 177). The ROB due to missing data increases with increasing percentages of missing data, but a minimal acceptable percentage that can be used as a threshold for low ROB is hard to define (173). Judgment of possible ROB is facilitated when authors provide either the distributions (percentage, mean, or medians) of the predictors and outcomes between both groups (ex-
included vs. analyzed participants) or a comparison of the predictor-outcome associations and model predictive performance with and without inclusion of the participants with missing values. Similar results with and without such participants is a strong indication that the results of the analysis are less likely to be biased. If such a comparison is not presented and investigators have not used an imputation method, we recommend answering this signaling question as PN or N, especially if a relevant proportion of participants are excluded due to missing data.

Sometimes, when a model is validated in other data and a predictor of the model is systematically missing (for example, not measured), authors validate the original model (that is, the original predictor weights or regression coefficients) by simply omitting the predictor from the model. This leads to high ROB, and such studies should be rated as N for this question. If the model had originally been fitted without the omitted predictor, all of the remaining predictor coefficients would be different.

Example. Perel and colleagues (88) developed a prognostic model from a data set with very little missing data, and therefore they did a complete-case analysis. In the same article, the authors showed an external validation of this developed model where they applied multiple imputation. How few participants had missing data in the development study was unclear, and the completely observed and excluded sets of participants were not compared, making it hard to judge whether the model development had some ROB. In the validation study, the authors used multiple imputation, indicating that they know the procedure; if multiple imputation of missing data was needed in the development sample, they likely would have used it during model development as well. Accordingly, this signaling question should strictly be answered as NI for the development and Y for the validation part of the paper, although PY for the development part would also be possible.

Example. Aslibekyan and colleagues (86) stated that they used development complete-case analysis and excluded 10% of participants. No information was provided to confirm that complete-case analysis was a valid approach—that is, whether the included and excluded participants were similar such that the included participants approximated a completely random subset of the original study sample. Accordingly, this signaling question should be answered as N for development. For model validation, missing data and handling of missing data were not mentioned, so the answer for this signaling question for the model validation should strictly be NI, but perhaps even PN, given the reporting of their model development part and because all clinical studies tend to have some missing data.

4.5 Was selection of predictors based on univariable analysis avoided? (Model development studies only)

A data set will often have many features that could be used as candidate predictors, and in many studies researchers want to reduce the number of predictors during model development to produce a simpler model.

In a univariable analysis, individual predictors are tested for their association with the outcome. Researchers often select the predictors with a statistically significant univariable association (for example, $P < 0.05$) for inclusion in the development of a final prediction model. This method can lead to incorrect predictor selection because predictors are chosen on the basis of their statistical significance as a single predictor rather than in context with other predictors (49, 50, 191). Bias occurs when univariable modeling results in omission of variables from the model, because some predictors are important only after adjustment for other predictors, known from previous research to be important, did not reach statistical significance in the particular development set (for example, due to small sample size). Also, predictors may be selected on the basis of a spurious (accidental) association with the outcome in the development set.

A better approach to decide on omitting, combining, or including candidate predictors in multivariable modeling is to use nonstatistical methods—that is, methods without any statistical univariable pretesting of the associations between candidate predictors and outcome. Better methods include those based on existing knowledge of previously established predictors in combination with the reliability, consistency, applicability, availability, and costs of predictor measurement relevant to the targeted setting. Well-established predictors and those with clinical credibility should be included and retained in a prediction model regardless of any statistical significance (49, 50, 192). Alternatively, some statistical methods that are not based on prior statistical tests between predictor and outcome can be used to reduce the number of modeled predictors (for example, principal components analysis).

During modeling, predictor selection strategies may be used to omit predictors (for example, backwards selection procedures) and to fit a smaller, simpler final model (49, 50, 192). However, the effects of using such a multivariable predictor selection strategy on the potential overfitting of the prediction model to the development data at hand should be tested using internal validation and optimism adjustment strategies, which are discussed in signaling question 4.8.

When the model development correctly avoids univariable selection of candidate predictors and there is no evidence of univariable selection for predictors before the multivariable modeling, studies should be rated as Y or PY. When predictors are selected on the basis of univariable analysis before multivariable modeling, the signaling question for these studies should be answered as N.

Example. Before Perel and colleagues (88) developed their model, potential users of the model were consulted to identify candidate predictors and interactions based on known importance and convenience to the clinical settings of prehospital, battlefield, and emergency departments. The researchers then in-
included all so-defined candidate predictors in the multivariable analysis. Decisions about which predictors to retain in the final model were based on clinical reasoning, availability of predictor measurement at the time the model would be used, and practicalities of collecting predictors using equipment in the clinical settings. Although other predictors could have been considered important, the choice of predictors was not based on potentially biased univariable selection of predictors. The study would therefore be rated as Y for this signaling question.

*Example.* Rietveld and colleagues (89) used predictor selection based on univariable analysis ($P \leq 0.10$) to select predictors for the multivariable model. This signaling question would therefore be answered as N for this study. If all predictors had been entered into multivariable analysis without the prior univariable selection, an answer of Y would have been given.

**4.6 Were complexities in the data (e.g., censoring, competing risks, sampling of control participants) accounted for appropriately?**

The development and validation of prediction models must ensure that the statistical methods used and their underlying assumptions are appropriate for the study design and type of outcome data analyzed. Here, we draw attention to some key considerations related to complexities in the data that can lead to ROB in the estimated predictive performance of the model if not appropriately accounted for in the analyses.

As discussed under signaling question 1.1, if a case–cohort or nested case–control design is used for a prediction model, the analysis method must account for the sampling fractions (from the original cohort) to allow proper estimation of the absolute outcome probabilities (97, 99, 105, 109). For example, in a diagnostic prediction model (development or validation) study using a nested case–control design where a fraction of all control participants are sampled from the original cohort, a logistic regression in which the control participants are weighted by the inverse of their sampling fraction needs to be applied instead of a standard logistic regression, otherwise the predicted risks by the model will be biased. When such appropriate adjustments for sampling fractions are made, they alleviate the ROB concerns raised in signaling question 1.1. If they are not made, assessors should score an N only once to either signaling question 1.1 or this signaling question.

For prognostic models to predict long-term outcomes in which censoring occurs, a time-to-event analysis, such as a Cox regression, should be used to include censored participants up to the end of their follow-up. Use of logistic regression models that simply exclude censored participants with incomplete follow-up is inappropriate. Using a flawed logistic regression approach leads to a selected data set that includes fewer persons without the outcome, which biases predicted risks because those with the outcome are overrepresented. Time-to-event analysis correctly deals with these censored individuals.

When prominent competing risks are present, they should also be accounted for in the time-to-event analysis during development of a prognostic model. An example of competing risks would be in a model for occurrence of a second hip replacement, where death in elderly patients with a first hip replacement may occur before the second hip replacement. If competing risk is not correctly accounted for, absolute risk predictions will be overestimated and biased because patients with the competing event are simply censored (193).

Also, correct modeling methods are needed when each person can have more than 1 event, such as in a model of epilepsy seizure, where some persons have more than 2 seizures. Multilevel or random-effects (logistic or survival) modeling methods would be needed to avoid underestimation and bias in predictor effects (194–197).

Statistical expertise will be required to identify these and other issues in specific studies. The issues we have highlighted here will typically be the most important to be aware of in prediction modeling studies. If assessors deem that a study has ignored key statistical complexities, high ROB is indicated on this signaling question.

*Example.* Aslibekyan and colleagues (86) used a conditional logistic regression model to develop a prognostic prediction model for MI. Included participants provided data between 1994 and 2004; however, whether all individuals had predictor values recorded at the start of the period (vs. entering after 1994 and thus having a shorter follow-up) is unclear. If all individuals entered with predictor values in 1994, the model would predict risk for developing MI by 10 years (that is, by 2004) and be interpretable. However, if some individuals entered after 1994, then interpretation and bias of the logistic model is a concern because predictions are not specific to a particular time period and the length of follow-up is being ignored. If participants had different follow-up times, it would be better for a survival analysis model to be fitted to allow risk predictions over time and delayed entry of participants. Further, the prevalence of competing risk for death due to non-MI conditions was unclear, even though the population included persons up to age 86 years. Such issues may be a consequence of the case–control (rather than cohort) nature of the study. Thus, ROB was not avoided because of these statistical complexities and this signaling question should be rated as N or PN.

*Example.* In Rietveld and colleagues’ study (89), the development of a diagnostic model using standard logistic regression was relatively straightforward because the developed model aimed to predict risk for bacterial conjunctivitis using a full cohort approach (without sampling) and therefore did not involve follow-up, censoring, or competing events. Here, this signaling question should be answered as Y.

**4.7 Were relevant model performance measures evaluated appropriately?**

*Box 4* provides an overview of the various performance measures of a multivariable prediction model.
PROBAST is designed to assess studies on multivariable models that are developed or validated to make diagnostic or prognostic predictions in individuals—that is, individualized predictions (Box 1). Accordingly, to fully gauge the predictive performance of a model, reviewers must assess both model calibration and discrimination (such as the c-index) addressing the entire range of the model-predicted probabilities (7, 8). If calibration and discrimination are not assessed, the study is at ROB because the ability or performance of the model to provide accurate individual probabilities is not completely known (Box 4).

When calibration plots or tables are observed with small numbers of groups (for example, due to a small sample size with too few events), judgment of the plot is required to rate this signaling question properly. In the absence of a calibration plot or table comparing predicted versus observed outcome probabilities, studies reporting only a statistical test of calibration should be rated as N for this signaling question.

In addition, the methods used to assess model calibration and discrimination should be appropriate for the outcome the model is predicting. Such methods for models predicting a binary outcome developed using logistic regression will not be suitable for models using Cox regression to predict long-term outcome occurrences, such as 5-year mortality or survival, because censoring needs to be accounted for. Failure to account for censoring when assessing prognostic model calibration and discrimination—in either a development or a validation study—means that this signaling question should be answered as N or PN.

Some studies additionally provide classification measures, including sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, or reclassification measures (such as the net reclassification index), to indicate model predictive performance, sometimes without providing the model calibration and c-index (Box 4). Classification measures are most commonly provided in diagnostic model studies. Estimation of classification, as well as reclassification, parameters requires the introduction of 1 threshold (or more) in the range of the model-predicted probabilities. Use of thresholds allows the reporting of model predictive performance at probability thresholds that may be clinically relevant, as opposed to the entire range of the model-predicted probabilities. Nevertheless, use of probability thresholds typically leads to loss of information, because the entire range of predicted probabilities of the model is not fully utilized, and choice of thresholds can be data-driven rather than prespecified on clinical grounds (see also signaling question 4.2). This practice can cause substantial bias in the estimated classification (or reclassification) measures, especially when thresholds are chosen to maximize apparent performance (83, 198). When the choice of threshold is not prespecified, these methods are subject to ROB and this signaling question should be answered as N. The signaling question should also be answered as N when classification and reclassification measures are reported without model calibration. Before model-predicted probabilities are categorized, calibration is needed to understand whether the predicted probabilities are correct (Box 4).

Example. Rietveld and colleagues (89) assessed calibration using the Hosmer–Lemeshow test, which resulted in a P value of 0.117; they interpreted this as an indication that the model was well calibrated. If this were the only measure used to assess calibration of the model, this signaling question would be answered as N, because such a P value indicates neither the presence nor the magnitude of any miscalibration. However, in Table 4, the authors present the mean predicted probabilities with CIs across subgroups and the corresponding observed outcome frequencies. This calibration table gives an indication of the model calibration, such that the answer to the signaling question for this study would be PY.

Example. In the validation of their model for predicting early death in patients with traumatic bleeding, Perel and colleagues (88) evaluated calibration by presenting calibration plots of observed risks against predicted risks grouping by tenth of predicted risk. The plot could be enhanced by overlaying the figure with a nonparametric (lowess) smoother. The authors also reported a c-index, enabling readers to judge the discrimination ability of the model even without a 95% CI to indicate the uncertainty of the estimate. This study would be at low ROB and rated as Y for this signaling question.

4.8 Were model overfitting and optimism in model performance accounted for? (Model development studies only)

As discussed under signaling questions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.5, quantifying the predictive performance of a model on the same data from which the model was developed (apparent performance) tends to give optimistic estimates of performance due to overfitting—that is, the model is too much adapted to the development data set. This optimism is higher when any of the following are present: too few outcome events in total, too few outcome events relative to the number of candidate predictors (small EPV), dichotomization of continuous predictors, use of predictor selection strategies based on univariable analyses, or use of traditional stepwise predictor selection strategies (for example, forward or backward selection) in multivariable analysis in small data sets (small EPV) (49, 50).

Therefore, studies developing prediction models should always include some form of internal validation, such as bootstrapping and cross-validation. Internal validation is important to quantify overfitting of the developed model and optimism in its predictive performance, except when sample size and EPV are extremely large. Internal validation means that only the data of the original sample are used—that is, validation is based on the same participant data. If optimism is present, an important further step is to adjust or shrink the model predictive performance estimates (such as c-index) and predictor effects in the final model. Unfor-
When a prediction model is developed, the need to adjust for model overfitting and optimism is thus greater for studies with a small sample size and low EPV and those using stepwise predictor selection strategies. When internal validation and shrinkage techniques have been used, this signaling question should be answered as Y. Appropriate adjustments for overfitting alleviate ROB concerns due to the issues of low EPV (signaling question 4.1), dichotomization of continuous predictors (signaling question 4.2), and predictor selection procedures (signaling question 4.5). Studies that develop a prediction model but ignore or do not examine misfitted models should be rated as N for this signaling question, especially in the presence of small samples, low EPV, categorization of continuous predictors, or use of predictor selection strategies. An exception would be extremely large development studies with high EPV, where overfitting is of limited concern.

Some studies may use an inappropriate method to examine or adjust for optimism. Researchers often randomly split a data set at the participant level into 2 groups (1 for model development and 1 for internal validation), which has been shown to be an inadequate way to measure optimism (154, 202). Also, researchers often apply bootstrapping and cross-validation techniques to examine optimism but fail to replicate the exact model development procedure (for example, predictor selection procedures, in both univariable and multivariable analysis) and thus may underestimate the actual optimism for their model (203, 204). Such inappropriate methods would lead to an N for this signaling question.

Example. Perel and colleagues (88) examined the effect of overfitting in their model development by using bootstrapping. The authors state, "We drew 200 samples with replacement from the original data, with the same size as the original derivation data. In each bootstrap sample, we repeated the entire modelling process, including variable selection. We averaged the C statistics of those 200 models in the bootstrap samples. We then estimated the average C statistic when each of the 200 models was applied in the original sample. The difference between the two average C statistics indicated the 'optimism' of the C statistic in our prognostic model" (88). However, although the optimism in the c-statistic was examined, the optimism in absolute risk predictions was not considered, and thus no shrinkage factor was applied to the predictor coefficients. Nevertheless, the reported optimism in the c-statistic was very small (0.001), so the signaling question should be answered as PY or Y.

Example. Rietveld and colleagues' study (89) should be rated as PN or N because they did not use statistical methods to address overfitting. The authors used a predictor selection procedure based first on univariable P values and then on multivariable P values, and they also considered interactions between included predictors; thus, potential for overfitting is large. However, no examination of overfitting was made, and no attempt to shrink because of optimism was reported. The authors do report having used bootstrapping. However, this seems to be a check on the effect of outliers and estimating CIs rather than a way to examine overfitting and optimism in discrimination and calibration performance.

4.9 Do predictors and their assigned weights in the final model correspond to the results from the reported multivariable analysis? (Model development studies only)

Predictors and coefficients of the final developed model, including intercept or baseline components, should be fully reported to allow others to correctly apply the model to other individuals. Mismatch between the presented final model and the reported results from the multivariable analysis (such as the intercept and predictor coefficients) is frequent. A review of prediction models in cancer in 2010 found that only 13 of 38 final prediction model equations (34%) used the same predictors and coefficients as the final presented multivariable analyses, 8 used the same predictors but different coefficients, 11 used neither the same coefficients nor the same predictors, and 6 used an unclear method to derive the final prediction model from the presented results of the multivariable analysis (121).

Bias can arise when the presented final model and the results reported from the multivariable analysis do not match. One way this can occur is when nonsignificant predictors are dropped from a larger model to arrive at a final presented model but the predictor coefficients from the larger model are used to define the final model, which are no longer correct. When predictors are dropped from a larger model, it is important to reestimate all predictor coefficients of the smaller model because the latter has become the final model. These newly estimated predictor coefficients are likely different even if nonsignificant or irrelevant predictors from the larger model are dropped.

When a study reports a final model in which both predictors and regression coefficients correspond to the reported results of the multivariable regression analysis or model, this question should be answered as Y. If the final model is based only on a selection of predictors from the reported multivariable regression analysis without refitting the smaller model, it should be answered as N or PN. When no information is given
on the multivariable modeling from which predictors and regression coefficients are derived, it should be answered as NI.

This signaling question is not about detecting improper methods of selecting predictors for the final model; such methods are addressed in signaling question 4.5.

Example. Perel and colleagues (88) report the final model with odds ratios for each predictor and interaction term and the model formula with predictor coefficients. The full model would be rated as PY or Y because all predictors from the final multivariable analysis are included with coefficients derived from the multivariable analysis. Perel and colleagues also include a simplified model that was separately developed and validated, with the coefficient terms refitted in the simplified model. If instead the simplified model had not been refitted to correct coefficients for this simplified model with fewer predictors, the article would have been rated as N for this signaling question.

Example. Rietveld and colleagues (89) included all predictors in the final model in the simplified clinical score, but this score uses whole numbers to facilitate its usability. These rounded number scores are a derivative of the original weights of the predictors based on the final model: Each multivariably estimated regression coefficient was divided by the lowest regression coefficient (that is, the number 0.61, which was the regression coefficient for the predictor “itching”) and then rounded to the nearest integer. However, for the predictor “two glued eyes,” the coefficient of 2.707 was rounded to 5 rather than 4 (because $2.707/0.61 = 4.4$). The signaling question should formally be answered as N because the assigned weights of the predictors do not completely correspond to the results in the final multivariable analysis.

Rating the ROB for domain 4. Table 10 shows how the signaling questions should be answered and an overall judgment for domain 4 reached.

### Table 11. Overall Assessment of Risk of Bias and Concerns for Applicability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reaching an overall judgment of risk of bias of the prediction model evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk of bias</td>
<td>If all domains were rated low risk of bias. If a prediction model was developed without any external validation, and it was rated as low risk of bias for all domains, consider downgrading to high risk of bias. Such a model evaluation can only be considered as low risk of bias, if the development was based on a very large data set and included some form of internal validation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk of bias</td>
<td>If ≥1 domain is judged to be at high risk of bias.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear risk of bias</td>
<td>If an unclear risk of bias was noted in ≥1 domain and it was low risk for all other domains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching an overall judgment of concerns for applicability of the prediction model evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low concerns for applicability</td>
<td>If low concerns for applicability for all domains, the prediction model evaluation is judged to have low concerns for applicability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High concerns for applicability</td>
<td>If high concerns for applicability for ≥1 domain, the prediction model evaluation is judged to have high concerns for applicability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear concerns for applicability</td>
<td>If an unclear concern for applicability was noted in ≥1 domain and it was judged to have low concerns for applicability for all other domains.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We encourage researchers to also use PROBAST to appraise prediction model studies that consider outcome types other than binary or time-to-event outcomes (such as ordinal, nominal, or continuous outcomes) and for studies that use analysis methods other than regression-based techniques (such as tree-based or machine or artificial learning techniques). Reviewers may tailor PROBAST by adding additional signaling questions to address bias related to these other types of outcomes or modeling techniques. For example, when models for prediction of continuous outcomes are addressed, the signaling question about the number of events per studied predictor (domain 4) may be tailored to address the total number of study participants per studied predictor (49). When studies based on machine or artificial learning techniques are used, most if not all of the signaling questions will still apply. Additional questions may need to be added, because these techniques use different predictor selection strategies, predictor–outcome estimations, and methods to adjust for overfitting.

Also, when investigating studies on the added predictive value of a specific predictor to an existing model, users can add a signaling question that focuses on the methods used for quantifying added value (for example, net reclassification index or decision curve analysis) (84, 205). Similarly, when investigating studies that focus on recalibrating or updating an existing model to another setting, users can add a question on the method of recalibration or updating (for example, recalibrating the baseline risk or hazard, updating the original regression coefficients, or refitting the entire model).

Whenever reviewers tailor or add signaling questions, these need to be phrased such that the answer Y indicates low ROB and N high ROB to facilitate coherence with current signaling questions. Specific guid-

---

**Note:** The content above is a natural representation of the document provided. For more detailed information, refer to the original source.
ance on how to assess each added signaling question should also be produced.

We do not recommend removing signaling questions from the tool unless they are clearly not relevant to a review question. If all studies would be answered as Y or N for a particular question, it is still helpful to leave the question in the tool. This shows whether a particular source of bias or concern regarding applicability is a potential problem for that review.

**Step 4: Overall Judgment**

Table 11 shows an overall judgment of the ROB and applicability of a prediction model evaluation. If a prediction model evaluation is judged as low on all domains relating to bias and applicability, it is appropriate to have an overall judgment of “low ROB” or “low concern regarding applicability.” If an evaluation is judged as high for at least 1 domain, it should be judged as having “high ROB” or “high concern regarding applicability.” If the prediction model evaluation is unclear in 1 or more domains and was rated as low in the remaining domains, it may be judged as having “unclear ROB” or “unclear concern regarding applicability.”

PROBAST should not be used to generate a summary “quality score” for a study because of the well-known problems associated with such scores (206, 207). Rather than striving for a summary score, users should judge and discuss the effect of problems within each domain.

**Presentation and Use of PROBAST Assessment in the Review**

Presentation of the ROB and applicability assessment is an important aspect of communicating the strength of evidence in a review. All reviews should include a narrative summary of ROB and applicability concerns, linked to how this affects interpretation of findings and strength of inferences. In addition, a table showing the results of all assessments of ROB and applicability should be presented. Table 12 is an example to facilitate identification of key issues across all included prediction models and their studies. A graphical summary presenting the percentage of studies rated by level of concern, ROB, and applicability for each domain (Figure) can quickly sum up all studies. This is in line with item 22 of the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement (34, 35). These summaries are not sufficient on their own—that is, without an accompanying discussion of what any observed patterns mean for the evidence base in relation to the review question.

Further incorporation of ROB and concerns about applicability may be specified in the review planning stage or in the systematic review protocol. Users can include findings in the analysis by planning sensitivity analyses limited to studies with low concern for ROB or applicability either overall or for particular domains, or by investigating heterogeneity between studies using subgroups based on ratings of concern (17, 40, 44).

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

To our knowledge, PROBAST is the first rigorously developed tool designed specifically to assess ROB and concerns regarding applicability of primary studies that develop, validate, or update (including extend) prediction models to be used for individualized predictions. PROBAST covers both diagnostic and prognostic

---

**Table 12. Suggested Tabular Presentation for PROBAST Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>ROB</th>
<th>Applicability</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Predictors</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROBAST = Prediction model Risk Of Bias ASsessment Tool; ROB = risk of bias.

* + indicates low ROB/low concern regarding applicability; − indicates high ROB/high concern regarding applicability; and ? indicates unclear ROB/unclear concern regarding applicability.
models, regardless of the medical domain, type of outcome, predictors, or statistical technique used.

This explanation and elaboration document provides explicit guidance on how to use PROBAST (39), including how to interpret each signaling question, grade the ROB per domain and overall, and present and incorporate PROBAST assessments into a systematic review, all accompanied with generic guidance on diagnostic and prognostic prediction model research. This detailed explanation and elaboration for PROBAST will enable a focused and transparent approach to assessing the ROB and applicability of studies developing, validating, or updating prediction models for individualized diagnostic or prognostic predictions. Five filled-in examples of PROBAST assessments, covering development studies, validation studies, and a combination of both and addressing both diagnostic and prognostic models, can be found at our Web site (www.probast.org). We also encourage and will make available translations of PROBAST.

Use of PROBAST requires the expertise and knowledge of prediction model researchers as well as clinicians. Guidance on methods for prediction model research is still at a relatively early stage compared with that for randomized intervention studies and studies of diagnostic test accuracy. We recognize that information currently necessary for assessment of bias and applicability is often not reported, and we hope that adherence of both journals and authors to the TRIPOD reporting guideline (7, 8) will reduce this problem.

As with other ROB and reporting guidelines in medical research, PROBAST and its guidance will require updating as methods for prediction model studies develop. We recommend always downloading the latest version of PROBAST and guidance from the Web site (www.probast.org).
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